
BLOWING UP THE POWER SET OF THE LEASTMEASURABLEARTHUR W. APTER AND JAMES CUMMINGS
Abstrat. We prove some results related to the problem of blow-ing up the power set of the least measurable ardinal. Our foringresults improve those of [1℄ by using the optimal hypothesis.

1. IntrodutionIn his paper \Foring the least measurable to violate GCH" [1℄ the�rst author proved the onsisteny of the following situation: � is theleast measurable ardinal, 2� = �+, and � remains the least measurableardinal after foring with the Cohen poset for adding �++ subsets of�. The onstrution of [1℄ starts with a model in whih GCH holds and� is �+-superompat, and proeeds by an iteration of Prikry foringand Cohen foring in the style of Gitik [4, 6℄.It is known by work of Gitik [5℄, Mithell [11℄ and Woodin (unpub-lished) that the exat strength of the failure of GCH at a measurableardinal is given by the existene of a ardinal � of Mithell order �++.It is lear that the result mentioned in the �rst paragraph an not bedone from a weaker hypothesis than this; our main result is that thishypothesis suÆes. Along the way we will prove some other resultsrelated to the problem of violating GCH at a measurable ardinal.Silver gave the �rst onsisteny proof for the failure of the GCH at ameasurable ardinal; his argument involved starting with a very large(superompat) ardinal � and then doing a Reverse Easton iterationin whih �++ Cohen subsets are added to eah inaessible � � �. In2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. Primary 03E35, 03E55; Seondary03E05.Key words and phrases. Measurable ardinal, GCH, Reverse Easton foring, in-ner model.The �rst author's researh was partially supported by PSC-CUNY Grants669408, 667379, and 61449-00-30, and by the Volkswagen-Stiftung (RiP-programat Oberwolfah).The seond author's researh was partially supported by NSF grants DMS-9703945 and DMS-0070549, and by the Volkswagen-Stiftung (RiP-program atOberwolfah). 1



2 ARTHUR W. APTER AND JAMES CUMMINGSwhat follows we refer to Silver's foring onstrution as the standarditeration, and say that the standard iteration sueeds at a measurableardinal � if it preserves the measurability of �.Woodin showed that it is possible to violate GCH starting with �whih is (� + 2)-strong, but his onstrution (whose ideas we will usein this paper) is more omplex than the standard iteration. Gitik'sonstrution from the optimal hypothesis o(�) = �++ [5℄ is even moreomplex, involving in addition a preliminary Prikry-style foring.As part of the proof of the main result, we will show that it is possi-ble to start from a anonial inner model for o(�) = �++ and to builda model over whih the standard iteration sueeds. We also showthat no foring resembling the standard iteration an sueed over thisanonial inner model itself. Finally we show that a tehnial hypothe-sis on a measurable ardinal � introdued by Woodin is onsistent with� being the least measurable ardinal.Note on terminology: Our onventions are fairly standard. In partiu-lar in a foring poset p � q means that p is stronger than q. A �-losedposet is one in whih every sequene of length less than � has a lowerbound. A �-Knaster poset is one in whih every �-sequene of ondi-tions has a subsequene of length � onsisting of pairwise ompatibleelements. If P� is an iteration of length � and � < � then P� is thesubiteration of P� through stage �; if G� is P� -generi then P�;� is thestandard fator iteration as omputed in V [G�℄.
2. An inner model argumentAs we mentioned in the introdution, Gitik [5℄ has shown how tostart with a anonial inner model for the hypothesis o(�) = �++ andprodue a model in whih � is measurable and 2� = �++. The �rststep in Gitik's onstrution is an Easton support iteration of Prikry-style foring in whih many measurable ardinals are made singularand extension is de�ned in a speial way.It is natural to ask whether this is really neessary, or whether insteadit may be possible to get the desired result by the lassial tehniqueof iterating highly losed foring with Easton support. We show herethat this is not the ase when foring over a ertain anonial innermodel for the hypothesis o(�) = �++.We will use a standard fat from inner model theory. It is shownin Mithell's papers on inner models onstruted from sequenes ofmeasures [11, 9, 10℄ that if there is an inner model in whih o(�) = �++for some ardinal �, then we may onstrut an inner model V with thefollowing pleasant properties.



LEAST MEASURABLE 3(1) V models GCH.(2) There is a sequene U(�; �) suh that(a) U(�; �) is de�ned for every � < oU (�), for some ordinal-valued funtion oU .(b) U(�; �) is a normal measure on �.() oU(�) = �++ and � is the largest point at whih oU isnon-zero.(3) If V [G℄ is any set-generi extension of V , W is any measureon � and i : V [G℄ �! N is the orresponding ultrapower mapthen i � V arises from some iteration of V with the followingproperties:(a) The ritial points in the iteration are inreasing.(b) Diret limits are taken at limit stages.() If j0 : V �! M is the map at stage  in the iterationthenM+1 is the ultrapower by some measure j0(U)(�; �)and j+1 is the orresponding ultrapower map.We an now state the main result of this setion.Theorem 2.1. Let V have the properties listed above. Then there isno poset P 2 V suh that(1) Foring over V with P adds no !-sequenes of ordinals.(2) In V P the ardinal � is measurable and 2� = �++.Proof. We proeed by ontradition. Let G be P-generi, and supposethat in V [G℄ the ardinal � is measurable and 2� > �+. Let W beany normal measure on � and let i : V [G℄ �! N be the assoiatedultrapower map. By standard fats about measurability we see thati(�) > (2�)V [G℄. By hypothesis (2�)V [G℄ � �++V [G℄, and learly �++V [G℄ ��++. We onlude that i(�) > �++.Now let H = i(G), j = i � V and M = S� i(V�). It is routine tohek that M is a transitive model of set theory, H is j(P)-generi overM , N = M [H℄ and j : V �! M is elementary. By standard fatsabout measurability V [G℄ j= �N � N .Let j : V �! M be generated by an iteration as above of length�. Sine the ritial points are inreasing, the �rst ritial point in theiteration must be �.Claim. � is �nite.Proof. Suppose not and let x = h�i : i < !i be the sequene of the �rst! many ritial points. Now x 2 V [G℄, and so by the losure of Nwe have x 2 N . Sine N = M [H℄ and by elementarity the poset j(P)adds no !-sequenes of ordinals, x 2M . Sine the ritial points in the



4 ARTHUR W. APTER AND JAMES CUMMINGSiteration are inreasing, x is in the model M! whih appears at stage! in the iteration.Sine M! is onstruted as a diret limit, x = jn!(y) for some n < !and y 2 Mn. In partiular the n-th point of x must be the image ofthe n-th point of y. This is impossible beause that n-th point is �n,whih an not be in the range of jn! sine rit(jn!) = �n. �Let � = n for some �nite n. Sine � is the largest � suh thatoU (�) 6= 0, it is easy to see that �i � j0i(�) for all i < n. SineMn =M is onstruted by a �nite iteration using normal measures, wealso see thatMn = fj(F )(�0; : : : ; �n�1) : F 2 V; dom(F ) = [�℄ng:Sine GCH holds in V , there are only �+ funtions from [�℄n to �.It follows that j(�) < �++, whih is absurd beause j(�) = i(�) andi(�) > �++. This ontradition �nishes the proof. �
3. Arguments of Woodin and LevinskiIn this setion we outline arguments of Woodin and Levinski, whihwill be needed for the foring onstrution of Setion 4.3.1. Woodin's argument. Woodin invented a foring tehnique forstarting with a ertain fairly weak embedding hypothesis on �, and pro-duing a model in whih � is measurable and 2� = �++. For more de-tails we refer the reader to Gitik's paper [5℄ whih shows that Woodin'shypothesis is onsistent relative to o(�) = �++, and then explains indetail Woodin's methods for getting the failure of GCH at a measurableand the failure of SCH at �! from this hypothesis. In partiular, [5,pages 227{229℄ ontains the argument we are about to outline below.The hypothesis we make on � is that GCH holds and there is anembedding j : V �! M suh that rit(j) = �, �M � M and �++M =�++. We note that the existene of suh an embedding is immediate if� is (�+ 2)-strong.We will begin by doing a Reverse Easton iteration P of length �, inwhih �++ subsets are added to eah � < �. Let G be generi for P.Now let Q = Add(�; �++)V [G℄ and let g be Q -generi over V [G℄.We will fator j through the ultrapower by the normal measure U =fX : � 2 j(X)g. Let i : V �! M0 = Ult(V; U) be the anonialultrapower map, and let k : M0 �! M be the map given by k :[F ℄U 7�! j(F )(�). It is easy to see that k is elementary, k Æ i = j andrit(k) = �++M0 . We let � = �++M0 and note that by GCH and elementarity� < i(�) < �++.



LEAST MEASURABLE 5Now let g0 be the Add(�; �)-generi obtained by restriting g, andobserve that 2� = �+ in V [G � g0℄. Let R = Add(�+; �++)V [G�g0℄ andlet h be R -generi over V [G � g℄. Our �nal model will be V [G � g � h℄.We note for the reord that V [G � g℄ is an extension of V [G � g0℄ by�+-.. foring, and so by Easton's lemma foring with R over V [G � g℄adds no �-sequenes of ordinals.The iteration i(P) in M0 may be fatored as P � _Q 0 � _S0 where Q 0 =Add(�; �)MP0 . It is easy to see that G�g0 is Q � _Q 0-generi overM0 andthat V [G � g0℄ j= �M0[G � g0℄ � M0[G � g0℄ We may use the standardmethod to build H0 2 V [G � g0℄ whih is S0-generi over M0[G � g0℄.It is routine to lift k : M0 �!M to a new map k+ : M0[G � g0℄ �!M [G � g℄, and to see thatM [G�g℄ = fk+(F )(a) : F 2M0[G�g0℄; a 2 [�++℄<!; dom(F ) = [�℄<!g:Sine S0 is �+-losed in M [G � g0℄ we may transfer H0 along k+. Theresult is a �lter H whih is generi over M [G � g℄ for S, where _S isthe last term in the fatorisation j(P) = P � _Q � _S. We may now liftk+ to k++ : M0[G � g0 �H0℄ �! M [G � g �H℄, and may also lift j toj+ : V [G℄ �!M [G � g �H℄.Sine H0 2 V [G � g0℄, we see that V [G � g0℄ j= �M0[G � g0 � H0℄ �M0[G � g0 � H0℄. We may lift i to get i+ : V [G℄ �! M0[G � g0 � H0℄,and may use the losure of M0[G � g0 �H0℄ to argue that in V [G � g0℄the foring i+(Q ) is equivalent to R . We may therefore �nd h� 2V [G � g � h℄ whih is V [G � g0℄-generi for i+(Q ). Note that a fortiorih� is M0[G � g0 �H0℄-generi for i+(Q ).We now transfer h� along k++ to get h�� whih isM [G�g�H℄-generifor j+(Q ). Unfortunately h�� is probably not ompatible with g and j+,but we may alter h�� to obtain h��� whih is still M [G � g �H℄-generifor j+(Q ) and is also suh that j+\g � h���.We may now lift j+ to j++ : V [G � g℄ �! M [G � g � H � h���℄.We are still not quite done, but sine R is suÆiently distributive wemay transfer h along j++ to obtain hy whih is j++(R )-generi overM [G � g � H � h���℄. We now lift to get j+++ : V [G � g � h℄ �!M [G�g�H�h����hy℄. This witnesses that � is measurable in V [G�g�h℄,and we are done.
3.2. Levinski's argument. Levinski [8℄ showed that the situation inwhih � is measurable and GCH holds at � while failing unboundedlyoften below is onsistent relative merely to the existene of a measur-able ardinal. We outline a version of the argument here.



6 ARTHUR W. APTER AND JAMES CUMMINGSSuppose that � is measurable and GCH holds. Let P� be a ReverseEaston iteration in whih �++ Cohen subsets are added to eah ina-essible � < �. Let G be P�-generi, let Q = Add(�; �+)V [G℄ and let gbe Q -generi over V [G℄.Let U be a normal measure on � and let i : V �! M = Ult(V; U)be the assoiated ultrapower map. Let � = �++M and observe that�+ < � < �++. We may therefore �nd g� 2 V [G�g℄ whih is Add(�; �)-generi over V [G℄ and is suh that V [G � g℄ = V [G � g�℄.Arguing as in the last subsetion we may build H 2 V [G � g℄ whihis generi over M [G � g�℄ for i(P�)�+1;i(�), and may then extend to geta map i+ : V [G℄ �!M [G � g� �H℄.Sine Add(�; �+) has �+ maximal antihains and jj(�+)j = �+, wemay also build h 2 V [G � g℄ whih is i+(Q )-generi over M [G � g� �H℄.The onstrution may be done in a way suh that i+\g � h.We may now lift again to get i++ : V [G � g℄ �! M [G � g� �H � h℄.This shows that � is measurable in V [G � g℄.
4. A foring argumentIn this setion we show how to begin with a anonial model witho(�) = �++ of the sort disussed in Setion 2 and to reate by foringa model in whih 2� = �+, � is the least measurable and � remainsthe least measurable after adding �++ Cohen subsets of �. The foringonstrution proeeds in a number of stages, some of whih are quitestandard and will not be desribed in any detail.Stage One: We do the iterated Prikry-style foring desribed in Gi-tik's paper [5℄. After this foring we have a universe in whih GCHholds and there is an embedding j : V �! M suh that rit(j) = �,�M � � and j(�) > �++.We laim that without loss of generality we may assume that � is notmeasurable in M . If � is measurable in M then there is U 2M whihis a measure of Mithell order zero, that is to say � is not measurablein Ult(M;U). We may now replae M by Ult(M;U) and j by theomposite embedding iMU Æ j, where iMU is the anonial ultrapowerembedding from M to Ult(M;U).Now let E be the (�; �++ + 1)-extender approximating j. Let jE :V �! Ult(V;E) be the ultrapower of V by E and k : Ult(V;E) �!Mthe standard map suh that k Æ jE = j. We know that jE(�) > �++and also rit(k) > �++, so that in partiular k(�) = � and � is notmeasurable in Ult(V;E). Standard arguments also show that Ult(V;E)is losed under �-sequenes.



LEAST MEASURABLE 7Replaing j by jE, we may assume that in addition to the propertiesof j listed above, j arises as the ultrapower by a (�; �+++1)-extender.Stage Two: We fore with Woodin's \fast funtion" foring. Theonditions are partial funtions p from � to � suh that� The domain of p onsists of inaessible ardinals  < � whihare losed under p. That is to say if � and � are in dom(p) and� < � then p(�) < �.� For every � 2 dom(p), the ardinality of dom(p)\� is less than�.The ordering is inlusion. We refer the reader to Hamkins' paper [7℄for a detailed disussion of this foring. We note that by a standard�-system argument, sine � is Mahlo the fast funtion foring has the�-Knaster property.Let P be the fast funtion foring, let G be P-generi, and let f :� �! � be the fast funtion added by G. Arguing as in Theorem 1.6of [7℄ we may build H � j(P) suh that(1) H is j(P)-generi over M .(2) j\G � H.(3) The ondition f(�; �++)g is in H.The arguments given in [7℄ show that G is P-generi over M , and themodels M [G℄ and M [H℄ agree up to at least the rank of the �rst M -inaessible greater than �. Also, by Theorem 1.3 of [7℄, GCH holds inV [G℄.We may lift j to get a new map j+ : V [G℄ �! M [H℄ suh thatj+(f)(�) = �++. It is a standard fat that j+ arises as the ultrapowerby a (�; �++ + 1) extender, and sine �++ = j+(f)(�) we see that j+is atually the ultrapower by a (�; �++)-extender.We laim that � is not measurable in M [H℄. It follows by the fa-torisation argument of Lemma 1.1 in [7℄ that it is enough to show that� is not measurable inM [G℄. This is immediate beause P is �-Knasterin M , and by a well-known argument (see for example [2℄) a �-Knasterforing an not reate measurability at �.We also laim that M [H℄ is losed under �-sequenes inside V [G℄.Sine these are models of ZFC it is enough to hek that every �-sequene of ordinals from V [G℄ is in M [H℄. This is immediate beauseV j= �M � M , and sine G is generi for �-. foring it follows thatV [G℄ j= �ON �M [G℄.To simplify notation we relabel so that V [G℄ beomes V , j+ beomesj and M [H℄ beomes M . We are now in the following situation: GCHholds and there is j : V �! M suh that rit(j) = �, �M � M , � is



8 ARTHUR W. APTER AND JAMES CUMMINGSnot measurable in M , j is the ultrapower by a (�; �++)-extender andthere is f : � �! � suh that j(f)(�) = �++.Stage Three: We now do a Reverse Easton iteration P�+1 , in whihwe fore at � 2 dom(f) with the Levy ollapse Coll(�+; < f(�)) andthen fore at � with Coll(�+; < �++). We reall from the previousstage that if � 2 dom(f) then � is inaessible and f\� � �.Let G be P�-generi over V , and let g be generi over V [G℄ forColl(�+; < �++). We note that g does not ollapse ardinals, sineV [G℄ models GCH and Coll(�+; < �++) is equivalent to Add(�+; �++).We fator j : V �! M through the ultrapower by the normal mea-sure U indued by j. Let M0 = Ult(V; U). As usual we have anembedding i : V �!M0 and a map k :M0 �!M suh that k Æ i = j.Sine rit(k) > � and � 2 dom(j(f)), we see that � 2 dom(i(f)).Let � = i(f)(�). Consider the iteration i(P�) and let � be the leastpoint greater than � in the support of this iteration. � is an M0-inaessible losure point of i(f), so in partiular � > i(f)(�) = �.We note also that at stage � the iteration i(P�) adds a generi forColl(�+; < �).It is easy to see that M0[G℄ is losed under �-sequenes in V [G℄.Working in M0[G℄, let R be the term foring onsisting of Coll(�+; <�)-names for elements of the fator foring i(P�)�+1;i(�). Standard ar-guments tell us that in M0[G℄ the poset R is �-losed and has i(�)antihains. We may therefore build H� 2 V [G℄ whih is R -generi overM0[G℄.SineM is the ultrapower of V by a (�; �++)-extender it follows thatM = fj(f)(a) : f 2 V; dom(f) = [�℄<!; a 2 [�++℄<!g. Sine j an befatored as k omposed with i, this implies that M = fk(F )(a) : F 2M0; a 2 [�++℄<!g. Sine k(�) = j(f)(�) = �++ we may onsider thedomain of the funtions F in this representation of M to be [�℄<!. Itis now routine to lift k to a map k+ :M0[G℄ �!M [G℄, and also to seethatM [G℄ = fk+(F )(a) : F 2M0[G℄; a 2 [�++℄<!; dom(F ) = [�℄<!g:Sine R is �-losed in M0[G℄ we may transfer H� along k+ to getH��, whih is generi over M [G℄ for the term foring onsisting ofColl(�+; < �++)-terms for elements of j(P�)�+1;j(�). We may now usethe generi g to realiseH��, and obtain H whih is generi over V [G�g℄for j(P�)�+1;j(�).It is routine to lift j to j+ : V [G℄ �!M [G � g �H℄, and to see thatM [G�g�H℄ = fj+(f)(a) : f 2 V [G�g℄; a 2 [�++℄<!; dom(f) = [�℄<!g:



LEAST MEASURABLE 9Sine g is generi for �+-losed foring we may transfer it along j+to get a generi g+, and then lift again to get j++ : V [G � g℄ �!M [G � g � H � g+℄. It is easy to see that j++ is the ultrapower by a(�; �++)-extender.Sine V [G℄ j= �ON �M [G℄ and g is generi for �+-losed foring, itis easy to see that V [G � g℄ j= �M [G � g �H � g+℄ �M [G � g �H � g+℄.We laim that � is not measurable in M [G � g �H � g+℄. By losure itwill suÆe to see that � is not measurable in M [G � g℄, and sine P� is�-Knaster we know that � is not measurable in M [G℄. The followingeasy lemma is therefore suÆient.Lemma 4.1. Let 2� = �+ and let S be �+-losed. If � is not measurablein V , then � is not measurable in V S.Proof. Suppose for a ontradition that � is measurable in V S, and let _Uname a measure. Enumerate the power set of � as hX� : � < �+i andbuild a dereasing sequene hp� : � < �+i where p� deides whetherX� 2 _U . Let U0 = fX� : 9� < �+ p�  X� 2 _Ug and hek that U0 isa measure on �. �Relabelling our models and embeddings as we did at the end of thelast stage, we are in the following situation: GCH holds and there isj : V �! M suh that rit(j) = �, �M � M , � is not measurable inM , j is the ultrapower by a (�; �++)-extender and �++ = �++M .Stage Four: We now do a Reverse Easton iteration P� of length �,adding a non-reeting stationary set of ordinals of o�nality ! to eahV -measurable � < �. See [2℄ for a detailed disussion of this kind ofiteration.Let G be P�-generi. Sine � is not measurable in M the foringj(P�) does not at at �, and so in M [G℄ the fator foring j(P�)�;j(�)is highly strategially losed. By the usual arguments M [G℄ is losedunder �-sequenes in V [G℄, and we may build H 2 V [G℄ whih isj(P�)�;j(�)-generi over M [G℄.We may then lift j to get j+ : V [G℄ �! M [G � H℄. By argumentssimilar to those we have used in previous stages, M [G � H℄ is losedunder �-sequenes inside V [G℄ and � is not measurable in M [G � H℄.Also j+ is the ultrapower by a (�; �++)-extender, all the models wehave mentioned agree on the value of �++, and GCH holds in V [G℄.We laim that � is the least measurable ardinal in V [G℄. We startby observing that all V -measurable ardinals below � are no longermeasurable. Suppose that � < � and � is measurable in V [G℄ butnot in V ; then � is not in the support of P� , so � is measurable inV [G�℄. Now � must be Mahlo in V and so P� is �-Knaster, but this



10 ARTHUR W. APTER AND JAMES CUMMINGSis impossible sine �-Knaster foring annot reate measurability at �.For more details, we refer the reader to Lemma 3 of [2℄.Relabelling one again, we are now in the following situation: GCHholds and there is j : V �!M suh that rit(j) = �, �M �M , � is notmeasurable in M and is the least measurable in V , j is the ultrapowerby a (�; �++)-extender and �++ = �++M .Stage Five: We will now fore with a ertain term foring. Let P� bethe Reverse Easton iteration in whih �++ Cohen subsets are added toeah inaessible less than �. Let _Q be a term for Add(�; �++)V P� and_Q 0 be a term forAdd(�; �+)V P�. Let _R be a term forAdd(�+; �++)V P�� _Q0 .Finally we de�ne R � to be the term foring onsisting of P� � _Q 0-termsfor elements of R .Using the arguments of [3℄ it is possible to show that R � is equivalentin V to Add(�+; �++)V . In partiular R � does not ollapse ardinals oradd any �-sequenes of ordinals. It follows that if in V R� we omputethe Reverse Easton iteration to add �++ subsets to eah inaessible� � �, we end up with a foring whih is isomorphi to P� � _Q . Let G�be R �-generi over V .We now laim that foring with P� � _Q over V [G�℄ preserves themeasurability of �. To see this let G � g be P� � _Q -generi over V [G�℄.We note that a fortiori G � g is P� � _Q -generi over V . We set g0 to bethe restrition of g to Q 0 , so that G � g0 is P� � _Q 0-generi over V .We use G � g0 to realise the term generi G�, thereby obtaining hwhih is R -generi over V [G � g0℄. V [G � g℄ is a �+-. extension ofV [G � g0℄ and R is �+-losed in V [G � g0℄, so by Easton's lemma h isR -generi over V [G � g℄.By Woodin's argument desribed in Setion 3 � is measurable inV [G � g � h℄. By Easton's lemma and the fat that P� � _Q is �+-.. weknow that the power set of � in V [G � g � G�℄ is equal to the powerset of � in V [G � g℄, whih in turn is equal to the power set of � inV [G � g � h℄. So � is measurable in V [G � g �G�℄.We an now prove the main result of this paper.Theorem 4.2. If it is onsistent that there exists a ardinal � ofMithell order �++, then it is onsistent that if � is the least measur-able ardinal then 2� = �+ and � remains the least measurable ardinalafter adding �++ Cohen subsets of �.Proof. Consider the intermediate model V [G � g0 � G�℄ from StageFive. By Levinski's argument from Setion 3 � is measurable in thismodel, and familiar arguments give us that in this model � is the leastmeasurable and 2� = �+.
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